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Let us commune, chela, for your
heart is indeed heavy and the impact of the adversary great. This
1s something which should please
be shared with the co-workers-both for their own self-security and
explanation of differences of work
loads.
The massive attack continues to be
directed at you, Dharma, for several reasons which I may as well
give you for you are seeing the
truth and you must face it clearly
in consciousness, also. If you had,
say, diagnosed “terminal” cancer-you would perceive the possibility
of death of the body and yet, hopefully, continue to function and heal
of self. You see that at some point
herein there can be such an attack
on you with these pulse beams
which are coming almost daily and
in far greater impact than prior to
now that there may come a time
when revival is not possible. I can
only tell you, precious, that were
that a possibility, the attacks would
not stop even if you stopped the
revelations as given by me. I witness nothing other than relief at the
possibility of transition so that is
not the problem--as with truthbringers of all times, the continuation of journey in the face of the
adversaries is the difficult portion.
Also the responsibility to those
who experience as a part of your
very work and being is impacted so
very greatly--so escape becomes
out of the question--therefore, we
keep on keeping on for as long as
is required--which in this instance
of historical outfolding--will continue right on into the reaches of
the Cosmos--for we represent the
teachers of the ancients and, al-
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wa s, we will be the ones with
higKer knowledge and res onsibility to bring truth unto wR ichever
dimension we might find ourselves.
For you who ponder the contents
of this message--I shall give brief
explanation. Within the week we
have written that which is equivalent to over half a Journal--only to
have the computer tampered and
the circuits interrupted and all of
the work lost to the entire system-gone--and the time irretrievable.
Each time this happens there is
such an energy instant shift that the
impact causes great interruption in
the heart rhythm and the pulse impact within the dwelling is incredible at all times. Worse yet,
the “homing pulse transmitters” are
inadvertent1
exchanged
and
brought in r rom outside sources in
total ignorance.
They, however,
are short-lived for as we locate
them we can neutralize them.
They are, to this point, set to personal frequency impact on Dharma
and thus far, all others within the
spaces are quite safe as there has
been, to this point, no need to actually remove anyone else.
WHY THE SELECTIVE
SCRrBl? IMPACT?
There are others now writin and
bringing forth wondrous tru ti and
instructions--but they are bringing
forth that which is considered, on
your place, undocumented spiritual
input to humanity which will be
totally discarded if the work and
information we are bringing forth
can be stopped or brought into discredit. This is an entirely different
type of exposure.

Let me example that which ht.;
pens when you have a
scribe/receiver of truth where %y a
great following is attached. Let us
use the new1 Guruized Swami
Paramananda Haraswatti. Who is
that? Well, it is your old friend
Penny Torres-Rubin and I believe
you might find great interest in the
newly outlaid sur-name.
Was
Penny/Mafu credible?
I am not
here to comment on such as that-ou had better look very
but
close Yy at ones coming into a gifted
situation and turning it into a circus--having
been “ordained a
Hindu monk last year in India”.
Now Ihe Foundation for Self-Realization Beyond the Human Potential announced last week that it
is buyin a 40-acre “Camp Dove”
from P aith
Tabernacle,
Inc.,
changing its name to “PARA MAMN
DHARMA” meaning
“the way of the supreme spirit”.
. HER’ (whatever happened to
good old Mafu?) group “. . .needed
a place to hold retreats, etc., for its
many followers
after Jackson
County turned down petitions to
develop residential property outside Eagle Point,” Saraswatti said.
She said she realized her group
could be seen by outsiders as another Rajneeshpuram, the city built
by followers of Indtan guru Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh ‘that overwhelmed the little town of Antelope in Eastern Oregon.
“We are Lot disciples of Rajneeshes but do place some credit
on his work,” she said.
Saraswatti said she was raised in
the Catholic church and most of

.
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her followers came
ventional religions.

from

con-

“We are an organization of nondenominational spiritual beliefs,” said
Saraswatti.
WHERE IS GOD?

For you who can’t wait to join a
“comimune” and follow a 31 yearold duped “NEW AGE” servant of
Gurued nonsense--you will find
them settin
up shop in ASHLAND, OR8 GON--in their million
dollar-plus additional millions land
acquisition.
May Holy God of
Light have mercy upon the deceived for they cannot know that
which they do and worse, project
on ones who blindly follow into
no-God’s of Light Land.
To Wally G., my most beloved
friend and brother, I am sorry to
unfold this for at one time you
queried me most hard on why I did
not follow Penny’s path and have
Dharma dance about and have a bit
more theatrics!
Wall traveled
with this person and Ptimed, etc.
PLEASE HEAR MY PETITION,
hlAN OF EARTH--IT WILL BE

For you who continue to ask me
about “my brothers” Mafu and
Ramtha, Lazarus and others--may
you please accept the above as my
response--and YOU shall have to
discern for I shall give no more
time to the debate.
God and
Christed energies of the Higher
Realms, along with the Hosts sent
as revealers of Truth are quite sufficient. Note that all of these selfproclaimed truth-bringers do bring
Truth--always enough to hook you
and then sink you! The evil ele-

ment has no mercy when it comes
to the destruction of the unseeing
servant.
Further, for those who continue to
query me regardin Adamsky and
other projectors 0P Spacecraft interchange from Adamsky to Lobsang Rampa-- lease use your own
discernment-- Por I have no intentions of side-tracking into personalized interpretations of that which
is almost ALL junk and fabrication. Have there been sightings?
Indeed there have!
Have there
been contacts? Indeed there have-but when the impact in any portion
begins to “show through” in dress,
in proclaimed “authority” from the
human’s mouth--be highly suspicious. You have enough problems
to clear from the pathway home to
God without piddling around in
“stuff” of delusion and/or illusion.
I am not come to judge--I am come
to outlay Truth of that which IS
and give assistance in areas
wherein you can help self to function and come into that Truth.
Mine is not to play games with
“someone’s spectal Sananda” or
alien space-cadet. I will meet personally in public grouping with any
energy form who will confront me
through his/her speaker.
I can
guarantee you that the take-ups of
that offer will be few indeed--from
and Anka to Torres and Jz. These
ones not only will not confront me-they now, as in the case of
Knight, refuse to even allow the
Journals or Expresses in their
bookstore or gatherings-----what
might that tell you perceptive ones?
We bring no trinkets of “golden
rams’ heads” nor retreats to balance the “inner self and open
chakras”--we give you Ttruth and a
way in which to deal with that
Truth to the best of our abilitv in
our given Earth-bound situatidns-0 MORE AND NO LESS! I
serve as your friend and brother
higher-universal-Man
in a Commander’s “jumpsuit”--right beside
Jesus Christ--in a Commander’s
jumpsuit--and we both serve the
HIGHER
SOURCE--GOD
OF
LIGHT CREATOR/CREATION-no more and no less. We will give
ou, hopefully, methods which will
i;e most earthly in possible ways of
working “throu h” this system in
order to better Fmd, your own way
/‘)
.
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into service and intent of
. Our offerings are not to
make anything save building a
transition point for any who would
participate and allow salvaging that
which you have, to the best possible advantage, while the Elite make
their continumg and constant police-enforced methods to deprive
you and strip you of all assets--in
this thing constantly thrown at us-Funny thing
“Caesar’s world”.
disclaim
who
about
those
“Caesar’s” as being evil on our
part to share with you ones of
God’s world--which IS everything
there is in Creation. They are the
very first to attack and then follow
the instructions to try and bypass
us and outsmart the sharing. We
offer that which we see that can
buffer to some extent even the
things of worldly acquisition for it
also requires that type of assetmanagement to get the remnant
through, doesn’t it?
Ours is a commission to bring you
Truth of how you have come to be
in your present negative circumstances and uncover that which is
deceit and of evil origins. Note I
“Satan’s origin” for
!,“,,z:
say
is a simple descriptive
which
only
means
word
“adversary’‘--therefore
God can
well be concluded to be satanic-for all things evil are those things
which cause God to be the adversary thereof! Consequently I, Hatonn, am most certainly satanic--I
am an adversary of almost everything hap ening and al! those m
power an f intended upon your destruction upon your placement.
God produced a “lighted star
’ light’ ’ in a wondrous and perfect
form who turned out to be a most
disagreeable and horrid energy-YOU and your Biblical translators
called him Lucifer and later when
he got his rear-end booted out of
the Heavenly (meaning only “high
places” and places of Holy God’s
(Creator) place of power and authority--the highest authority) your
deceivers got even more clever and
deceitful and labeled him Satan
(which means nothing more in
translation than “adversary”) and
you made him some sort of super
This “evil god”
‘fallen angel”.
actually exists only in the bemused
minds of victims of religious
Human is the
brainwashing.
#9

“satan of Holy God” (adversary of
Holy God) and “devils” really do
walk the earth toda , just as in the
time of King Davi d . They are no
longer “s oaks” for the
have
taken the trorm of physical iieings-like you, and Bush, and Kissinger,
and Bakker, and Baker, etc. The
adversary of Truth infects and
bloats and then condemns the
bearer of his energy presence.
They are human indeed, who wipe
out a corn uter program bearing
Truth of E odness (goodness) and
unfolding of the evil plans to enslave you and capture ou into the
places of damaged sou1 forms and
prevent your progress from outside
the morass of physical density.
We force not any of you to change
a hair of that which you are doing-but I implore and petition you on
bended knee to consider that which
you choose most carefully.
Dharma is, for instance, at risk
when others are not for we are unfolding the truth of the deceivers
from the beginning of taking the
Holy Truth and instructions of God
for you blessed creations called
humanity and unto this very day-and laymg it out for all to see.
The satans and the devils do not
like it very much for this would be
their world of horror and hell
wherein the desire was to entrap
ALL human beings and souls--they
have done an incredibly remarkable
job, dear ones.
Ours is to outlay in truth with as
few errors, even in wording, as is
possible working with your level
of knowledge and our use of words
for translation-to not form more
contradictory
input.
We are
stymied at times for as we use a
simple term “Jew” it brings down
the house. We are forced to use
the term at times, incorrectly, lest
there be no definitive meaning
other than that which has been
drummed and sold into your heads.
The satans and devils in human
form on your place DO NOT LIKE
IT. We are not giving you rules
for tiddle-de-winks, beloved ones-we are revealing the secrets of the
inner secret societies that have
foisted total lies, half-lies and evil
power and enslavement upon God’s
creations and creation. THE SATANS AND DEVILS DO NOT
LIKE IT!

Are we the on1 ones--today, valid
etc.? Hogwas ii ! Of course not,
and that is more of the confounded
and confounding lie. There are
man
who have brought forth
Trut i: --very few survive physically,
but some do and some succumb to
the overload and fear and move
away from the service.
Often
Truth came from one of one generation and as the younger came to
take the place of the removed elder--the work is corrupted and
thusly portions of the original
work. bv association. fall in credibilit 1 * IT IS A ‘HARD JOB,
BR B THERS--PLEASE BE KIND.
It is a job which can only be accomplished with the direct assistance of Higher Source--please be
kind and gentle in your bashing!
TERMINOLOGY
I tell you that we are also trt ped
into using words such as s ew”
while knowing they are incorrect
but they have “assumed” definition
and we have naught else which
YOU understand to utilize without
lengthy discussion and WE ARE
RUNNING--------

these points under current revelations. Thank you.
TERMINOLOGY:
CM: = CONTROLLED MEANING.
TM: = TRUE MEANING
We will on1 handle a dozen or so
falsely us J terms so as not to
overload and will add to the dictionary as we move along and find it
necessary.
1. CHURCH
A building or organization
CM:
used by Christians (pre-dominantly, so as not be confused
with synagogue or temple) to
meet together regularly to sing,
pray and worship according to
denominational doctrines.
TM:

The
English
word
“Church,” the Scottish work
“Kirk” and the German word
“Kirche” all originate from the
Greek word
“KURIOKOS”
which means pertaining to the
THE LORD.

(And the computer locked up
again.
Fortunately Dharma had
“saved” frequently so we could recover this much.)

The “Judeo-Christian” (oh
pain and agony on us all) use
of this word carries with it an
enigma that defies all logic and
The English Bible
reason.
translators substituted the word
“church” KURIOKOS for the
Greek word “ECCLESIA”.
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Dharma, we shall simply try again
until we outsmart the bugs. For
you readers--we just had the computer eat and destroy a portion of
the prior writing.
Sorry, adversary, we will print it again and
again and I hereby suggest you
cease and desist for you, sir, are
not winning.

2.

in the Bible do YOUfind a kuThere is onlv “the
riokos.
ecclesia
called-out (elect) ”

which unfortunately was mis-

translated into “church”. trans-

forming it (in English ) from
Christian
government
to
superstitious
and ritualistic
Baa1 Worshiu.

Perhaps this section should also be
placed in part at the beginning of
all Journals bearing discussion. of
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ECCLESIA

A Christian ECCLESIA is “A
CALLED (convoked) CIVIL
BODY”: a local Christian assembly of elders (Christian
Civil Government). The word
“church” should not even appear in the English New Testament. It is a mistranslation.
“KUROIOKOS” is not “ECCLESIA” !
The words are
totally different; the institutions are different. .No where

After this break for reprogramming
and rebalancing of the scribe we
are going right on with the subject
at hand and. herein. at the first of a
writing is ’ good ‘opportunity to
break down definitions which are
used constantly--according to the
“controlled” meaning as used today
through incorrect interpretation and
that which is the true meaning of
given terms.

3

MIND
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Enc clopedia Britannica, Ninth
5 ditton (1989):
“In the New Testament, ecclesia, signifyin ’ convocation ‘, is ta e only
single
word
used
p-;;;;;fed’
f
. It was tE
name given to &?
governmental assemhlv
f the citizens
of
&HENS
(NOW

power, including even
juridical functions. ”
Let us discuss each of these terms
in context of examples, please. Je-

sus the Christ NEVER established
a church on earth. Neither did he

in “latter” days nor in “former”
“Churches are man-made
days.
organizations that are, in most
cases, creations of the “State” laws
of incorporation or non-taxable organizations. There are no exceptions I can think of off hand. By
following the State rules the President or minister or whoever falls
under the ofJicia1 laws of the State
and ceases to follow the total instructions of Jesus Christ or God
Divine.
During Jesus’ mortal experience he
directed his Aoostles to establish
ecclesius, not dhurches, among the
Israelite neonle (israel: a neonle
chosen bi G’od and this do& not
mean even Judean nor Palestinian.
It is a description, not the name of
a state.) He commissioned them to
preach the good news of the Reign
(influence) of Christ (ideal type of
humanity through right actions,
thoughts and deeds).
That does
not say Jesus or Yeahoo--it sa s:
preach the good news of the in Kuence of the teacher giving forth the
ideal type of instructions to humanity! Neither does it say to go
forth and give your opinion as to
what you desire to believe but
project that which was given forth
by the Christed teacher (messiah)
messenger. ANY TRUE PROPH-

ET OF GOD--knows this and
would not sway the meaning nor
mistranslate the words chosen for
the
“modern ” translations
of
truth--GOD DOES NOT MAKE
ERRORS IN PROJECTIONS OF

DIRECT
PROPHETIC
DIALOGUE.
ESPECIALLY
WHEN
GIVING FORTH
“ORIGINAL’!
PROJECTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS--A GOOD CLUE AS TO
WHERE
“YOUR”
FAVORITE
PREACHER
OR
PROPHET
MIGHT BE CATEGORIZED.

3. SATAN
CM: The Arch-Fallen Angel. An
evil being so powerful as to rival God himself, Originally he
was “perfect” in every way,
but his pride led him to organize a heavenly insurrection
among the angels in which
one-third of ‘the heavenI
host” revolted against Go cy.
God managed to retain his
throne, and the rebels were
banned from heaven and sent
to earth. Earth, a lesser dominion than Heaven, became
the kingdom of Satan--“the god
of this world”. He is the cause
of all evil upon the earth, leads
men astray and causes them to
sin against God.
TM: ANY adversary or opponent!
God was a “satan” (adversary)
to King David at one point
(corn are ‘second Sam. 24:l
and Prrst Chron. 21: 1). If the
English translators had been
consistent, Bible readers would
have known that an angel of
the Lord was “a satan”
(adversary) to Balaam (Nu.
22:22).
In first Sam. 29:4,
Philistines called a Hebrew a
“satan” (adversary). The sons
of Zeruiah
were “satans”
(adversaries) to David in second Sam 19:22. David wrote
about other “satans” in first
Kings 5:4,11:14, 23 & 25; Ps
38:20, 71:13, 109:4, 20, 29.
In these scriptures, “adversary”
is the same Hebrew word that
is translated “Satan” in other
passages.
The

“fallen angel”
super
(Satan) of the churches is
an impossible myth. This
“evil god” exists only in
the minds of victims of rebrainwashing.
ligious
Human
“satans”
and
“devils” walk the earth today, just as in the time of
King David.
Fear and
preoccupation with spooks

make people unable to see
their real enemies.
This “Hebrew” word was never
translated into its English equivalent as it should properly have
been. The only change the rapists
made was to capitalize the first
letter, thus attempting to turn it
into a name and not a definitive
“active verb” word.
Any true
prophet of God would not place
such a word as Satan in one of the
original documents for God would
not make such a direct error.
Further, if the translators had been
accurate the word would never appear anywhere in any Bible of any
denomination.
The so-called su er “fallen angel”
(Satan) of the cRurches is an imThis evil “god”
possible myth.
exists only in the minds of people
that have fallen victim to religious
ideologies. Now, I too, have utilized the term from many references for you have conjured up
somethin which does exist in your
“REAL14 Y” and therefore,
it
DOES EXIST. It did not, however, exist and was NOT A PORTION
OF ANY ORIGINAL
DOCUMENTED INSTRUCTION
OF GOD. If the word appears--it
has been given new meaning from
pa; or~~inll
intended and is a
I? ” given word.
Had that very descriptive word
“satan” been correctly translated,
the English word “adversary” or
“opponent” would have been used
in all the places where*the word
“satan” appears in the Old Testament, New Testament, Book of
Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants,
Talmud and all inclusive of all “socalled” Ho1 Books of instruction.
I am fort K to use the terms you
utilize in my outlaying of the truth
from the lies for you have no other
background against which to find
relativity and definition.
4.

‘,
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Here is a dandy onr,S;;:
CM:
onymous with “Satan”.
pernatural qrch-demon who fell
from heaven and no!, with his legions of demons, reigns over the
God’s arch-enemy who
earth.
spoils God’s plans for mankind and
destroys people by his power over
them.

#9

It is assumed that Man does not
have the ability to resist “The
Devil”. Therefore, you are somehow helpless against his nasty old
power--except when God chooses,
periodically, to help you fight him.
Mankind is generally under the
control of this supernatural “spiritbeing” who is immortal, omnipresent, and apparently a rival to
God Himself.
Let us look at the
MEANING:
In the Old Testament
found four times--only
(devils). Twice from
word “shade”, and
“saweer” .

BIBLICAL
this word is
in the plural
the Hebrew
twice from

1. SHADE: One who rises up
against you (with insolence).
2. SAWEER:
A
(related to mythological
half man, half goat).

he-goat
“satyr”--

Neither of these definitions from
the Old Testament indicate anything supernatural
or angelic.
“Shade” simply means someone
(anyone) who wants to hurt you.
“Saweer” is a reference to a goattype idol of the pagans.
The New Testament Greek “devil”
is
“DIABOLOS”:
One
who
“thrusts through”
(as with a
sword)--no indication of supernatural power.
(DIA--through,
and BOLOS--to
thrust.)
A ‘diabolos ” (a devil) is something, or someone, who intends to
hurt or destroy you. A “devil” can
be a person, a group, or an organization that seeks your demise. To
find a supernatural “devil” in the
Scriptures, he must be read in by
prejudice and presupposition on the
part of translators and readers.
Therefore, the words “devil” and
“Lucifer” are two words the
“church” uses falsely and synonymously with “Satan’. Neither of
the Hebrew words translated devils
indicate anything supernatural or
angelic.
In the New Testament the Greek
word “diabolos” was translated
“devil”. Diabolos simply means
one who thrusts through (as with a
No indication here that
sword).

you have a supernatural spirit-bemg. Here again, beloved ones, no
true prophet of God would misuse
the word “devil” in the way it’s
used in the Ho1 Bibles or any
“directlv given $ criptures” from
God on High. I care not what the
“church” or “denomination” calls
itself. Certainly all are incorrect
but translated from the JudeoChristian in the King James Bible
was totally wrong as we shall see
in a minute because Judeo-Chris&z has no meaning as such--these
are two mutually exclusive terms
and NEVER the twain can meet for
tohi;, are in opposition one to the
The word “Lucifer” as a proper
name is simply not found in the
Hebrew or Greek Bibles.
That
probably shocks a lot of you nice
people, since everyone assumes it
is, but the fact remains it’s not.
The Hebrew
word
translated
“Lucifer” in the King James Bible
“heylel”
which
means
is
“brightness”.
The New World translation uses
“shining one”, another translation
uses “shining star and the Revised
Version uses ‘“day star” for the
Hebrew word “heylel”. I further
in Lakota
suggest that probabl
Sioux the term heyo f a (a sacred
clown) would also fit in there
somewhere.
Lucifer, meaning “light-bringer” is
a name given to the planet Venus
when it appears above the eastern
horizon before sunrise.
Venus
being now a quite “dead” and ungracious-to-life planet is possibly
quite suitably dubbed Lucifer. It is
also a term stolen by the dark
brotherhood of energy, projections
that Lucifer and Satan refer to
themselves as the Prince of Light-and befitting their vow to lie,
cheat, steal and corrupt--it sounds
better than the Prince of Darkness
which is the correct term for the
energy forms inhabiting the humans bearing these energies.
Next, let us look into:
JUDEO-CHRISTIANITY:
5.

JUDEO-CHRISTIAN

The religion of Jesus which
CM:
branched out of Judaism at the time
of the early church. Both Chris5
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tianity and Judaism have the same
origins and the same God. (Oh,
God forbid!)
TM:
A religion created for the
pumose of destrovinp Chnstiantiy
bv watering down Christian ideals
and neutralizinn Christins. Also,
designed to romote and rotect
Jews and Ju Baism in the l! ionist
sense of the definition of those
misused and created terms.
Note: “Judeo-Christianity” is an
ox?ymoron_:-(a moron dumb .as an
ox.) No a word combmatton of
two directly opposite thin s or
ideas which are mutually exe7usive
as I just stated, thus defying all
reason and logtc.) Thus you can
be sure anyone, any evangelist,
monk
preacher
$$aswatti or btheran$l-informed
human being using the term as a
true term--is not projecting God
but rather, ignorance at best, intended deceit at worst, upon your
tender ears and/or eyes.
6.

HEAVEN

MYTHOLOGICAL DEFINITION:
A literal place somewhere in outer
space where good people go to live
when they are dead. The location
where Jesus lives until He can return to Earth and rapture a select
few people to take back to heaven
from somewhere on fluffy clouds.
A city is there which has gates litera11 made of huge one-piece
pear Ys, streets of transparent gold
and walls of sapphires, emeralds,
topaz, jasper and other precious
The devil came from
stones.
there, got kicked out (which he
did), but he cannot go back (which
he can’t)--nor can anyone in the
service thereof.
CORRECT DEFINITION: Usually
plural (“heavens”) in the Greek,
meaning “high places”--in terms
of: 1. Elevation, or 2. Power and
authority (jurisdiction).
In the
Biblical sense it is usually “God’s
ry;ernment”
(the hiiEdstr au;!;;;
; government
whose purity and righteousness is
symbolized by pure and precious
stones.
This term is so tossed around by
all the denominations of self-appointed “churches” as to nauseate
quite thoroughly.
It designates a
physical place somewhere “out
#9

there” in the outer limits. This is
such a false teaching as to even go
beyond nausea and into anger.
The word “heaven” actually means
“high level” as in power and authority (jurisdiction). In that good
old King James version of the
Bible, the word “heaven” usually
refers to God’s position of power:
His government.
In other words,
the highest place of rule. No place
in the King James Bible does it refer to “heaven” as a physical place
the .good people ascend to or inhabn after they die.
7.

HOLY SPIRIT

CM:
A person or personage of
God; either a third person in the
Trmtty or a third god in a council
or ‘godhead. This person is se arate from the Father and the spon
and has separate and different
functions to perform in a believer.
In some cases this “third person”
can “possess” an individual so that
he or she supposedly has no control over actions or words. Sometimes referred to as the “Holy
Ghost”.
This one gets us into all sorts of
trouble for now even we of Cosmic
brotherhood have to explain our
use of the triangle points (vortices
and interconnectors) of the triangle
which we refer to as the “triune”
of total connection enclosing the
infinite circle of sacred beingness-without beginning and without
ending but inclusive of all that IS!
In our Command our symbol includes the Phoenix for it is representative of the infinite beginning
a ain (rebirthing) from that of the
of d ashes of that which WAS.
Further it represents the connection
of the “winged” or Cosmic brotherhood coming (or sent) forth at
this time of renewal and transition
in preparation for the coming of
the “Greater”.
TM:
Holy Spirit is not a separate person or separate “god”. The
English word “spirit” is translated
from the Hebrew Old Testament
word “RUWACH” (roo’akh) and
from the Greek New Scriptures,
“PNEUMA”
the
word
is
In both cases the
mean “AIR IN
MOTION” (and in this wondrous
day and age--usually “hot air” in a
lot of forced motions from between
the lips in the lower hole in the
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face.) Spirit is a desire; a feeling
or disposition which compels us to
move or act. Holy Spirit is God’s
wondrous and beautiful motivation
in your/our lives and experiences
to do “His Will” and obey “Him”
according to His laws and those of
The Creation. The word “ghost”
(Ho1 Ghost as often used instead
of I-K
oly Spirit) comes from the
German word “geist”, and means a
disembodied spirit of a dead person
(another myth). It has no appropriate application or association in
any manner whatsoever to Scripture.
This term represents a power; motivation--not some person or singular third party in a triune triangle. It is, however, common for
the term to be mistranslated from
the Hebrew and Greek words for
“Spirit” as Ghost. But most of the
time it was translated correctly as
“spirit”. ‘Ike word “ghost” comes
from “geist” as I said: an old German word- - - -etc.
8.

GENTILE

CM: Anyone who is not a Jew,
and thus a potential “anti-Semite”.
TM:
From ‘the Latin
word
“gentilis”, meanin! “of the same
gens, clan or race . In the Bible,
the word “gentile” is a mistranslation of the Old Testament Hebrew
word “gay”, and the Greek New
Testament words “ethnos”--both
meaning “NATION OR PEOPLE”
(ANY nation or people) and should
have been translated as such. It
does not mean “non-Jewish! ”
BUT--YOU BETTER WATCH
THE
BECAUSE
IN
OUT
“PROTOCOLS OF THE ZIONIST
ELDERS
OF
WISDOM--IT
MEANS
ANYONE
NOT
A
“ZIONIST ‘JEW”‘.
A modern
version and mistranslation to be
sure--but a deadly definition, at
any rate.
You can, however, always tell a
FALSE prophet by his/her use of
this term. This term would not
have been in any of the books for
it is a mistranslation of the Old
Testament Hebrew word “gay”. In
the New Testament, it comes from
the Greek word “ethnos”. Both of
these words as I said, mean
“nation” or “people”, (any nation
or people) and should have been
translated as such--any way you cut
6
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it, it DID NOT COME DOWN AS
A WORD DIRECTLY FROM
GOD ON HIGH--IN THE HEAVENS! IC does NOT mean “nonJewish” as we have to utilize the
word for clarity but most churches
misuse the term and never realize
they have incorrectly spread false
teachings. This is a new “media”
word to further disinform you. It
was planted in the Bible to get a
very specific response in this day,
my friends.
9.

DOCTRINE

CM:
Non-essential beliefs, personal eccentricities and intlexible
tenets which create differences
between churches and destroy fellowship and unity.
TM:
Doctrine is a teaching; a
principle; a studied conclusion or
position.
Sometimes
called
“dogma” (German for “doctrine”).
II Timothy 3: 16 says that Scripture
is doctrine. Isaiah 29:24 says that
the people who are in error will be
able to understand the truth when
they learn “doctrine”.
There are NO “non-essential”
NONE are expendable!
truths!
None can be discarded or ignored!
Truth stated as a principle is doctrine.
Without doctrine it is impossible to
teach or arrive at an opinion. Discernment, judgment and correction
would be impossible.
”Judeo-Christiuns ” sometimes display an “anti-doctrine” attitude: a
sym tom of ignorance and total
con %lsion. Some claim to have a
position “against” doctrine (which
is doctrine in itself), or one of
neutrality concerning it. This is
utter nonsense!
Such a position,
itself, as I just stated, is a most
“absolute” form of projecting
“doctrine”. An anti-doctrine position exposes an ulterior antipathy
for learning and wisdom.
When a person learns true doctrine
and then considers it non-essential
and chooses tp set it aside, he contracts chronic spiritual blindness of
the worst kind. (Try 2 Thess. 2: lo12).
UnfortunateJy tyordmisuse ,pf the
and
“Soul
words,
“immortal soul” get lumped into
#!3

the chaos of the lies.
As used
mostly, “immortal soul” is pure
heresy.
The Hebrew and Greek
words translated “soul” in many
places in the English Bibles, were
correctly translated “life” in many
other places. Not too many years
ago, friends (in your counting), it
was not uncommon to say or read
that “so man ‘souls’ were lost at
sea”, natural ii meaning so many
“lives” were iidst. Therefore, you
assume that the soul is always
IMMORTAL AND NEVER CAN
NOR WILL DIE!
WRONG
AGAIN! There is a portion of
each manifestation which is “soul”;
it is the portion of God-self within
and therefore will be immortal-UNLESS--the entity remains in a
state of intentional “sin” and then,
dear ones, that good old Book tells
you that “. . .the soul that sinneth, it
shall die”. Ez 18:4. Oops! a bit
hard to swallow???
The point of this dissertation is to
allow you ones to look squarely at
the truth of it--there is no magic
blood-sipping in memory, of or
flesh-eating in memory of--for it
does not commemorate memory of
an thing a Christed teacher said or
di Y--for Jesus, as you called him-BROKE BREAD AT THE TABLE
AND SAID: EAT THIS IN
COMMEMORATION
OF ME
AND POURED
WINE AND
SAID, DRINK THIS IN COMMEMORATION OF ME.
HE
NEVER
SAID
DRINK
MY
BLOOD AND EAT MY FLESH
IN
COMMEMORATION
OF
ANYTHING--THAT IS AN EVIL.
“SATANIC”
PRACTICE
Td
CAUSE YOU TO ACT IN BEHALF OF THE ADVERSARY.
I further tell you that ANY person
going through any place of teaching in preparation to minister unto
“God’s lambs” SHOULD KNOW
THESE THINGS--THEREFORE,
THE OBVIOUS FACTS ARE
THAT IT IS INTENDED THAT
NONE OF YOU COME INTO
THE TRUTH OF THESE FACTS.
10. JEW

THE
* AN ISRAELITE
:gD
OF ABRAHAM’
CHOSEN PEOPLE
dF
;;:
BIBLE. JEWS ARE PERPETUALLY PERSECUTED BY ALL
OTHER PEOPLE ON EARTH.
SOMEONE WHO PRACTICES

THE RELIGION OF THE OLD
TESTAMENT,
WHICH
CALLED
JUDAISM.
GO!
JUDGES THE NATIONS PRIMARILY
BY
MEASURING
EACH NATION’S RELATIONSHIP WITH THE JEWS. GOD
THE
BLESSES
NATIONS
WHICH SUPPORT THE JEWS,
BUT HE CURSES THE NATIONS WHICH DO NOT SUPPORT THE JEWS. THE CHRISTIAN FAITH OWES ITS EXISTENCE TO THE JEWISH CULTURE FROM WHENCE IT WAS
SPAWNED. (WHAT ROT!)
INTENT: To bribe and prejudice
Bible-ignorant
“JUDEO-CHRISTIANS” into passively granting the
Jews a carte-blanche to do anything
the please with total impunity-anJ to get you to hop in there and
help them.
TM: The word “Jew” did not appear in actual use until over 1000
years after the crucifixion of one
It means someone
called Jesus.
who adheres to the religion of Judaism (modern Pharisaism according to the Talmud), or in some way
considers himself (self-claimed, socalled) a part of “Jewish culture”.
For the modern “Jew” it has ABRACIAL
SOLUTELY
NO
SIGNIFICANCE.
“Jews” are
some ot the most raciallv mixed
people on earth due to th6r multinational history, their practice of
interracial marriages, as well as
their contemporary
international
bias. Down through the ages, they
have moved from nation to nation
as they were rejected (due to their
immoral religion) by ever land
they have inhabited. Over d0% of
“Jews” toda are descended from
the ancient I&lazars--a racially nonSemitic bunch of anti-Semites in
the true sense of definition as I
have pointed out to ou as regarded the passage of c!anaan, etc.
These non-Semitic people were
from East Europe. It is estimated
by your own historian’s counting
that, of those who claim to be
“Jews”, less than 5 percent have
even the slightest claim to the
blood line of Abraham.
In your English translations of the
Bible, the word “Jew” was incorrectly used to REPLACE:
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1. ‘JUDAHITE”
in the Old
Scriptures,
which referred
to

someone from the tribe of Judah,
or a citizen of the land of Judah,
and
2. “JUDEAN” in the New Scriptures which meant a resident of

Judea, or a follower of the corrupted Babylonian religion of that
area.
Since, then, there were NO “Jews ”
nor “Jewish religion” at the time of
the writing of the Scriptures, these
names should never have appeared
in the English translations, nor in
the Books of any Doctrine of any
“church”.
The word “Jew” or
“Jewish” did not exist as words
nor appear in actual use until over
1000 ears AFTER THE RESURIn ALL
REC 7yION of JESUS.
cases the word “Jew” was incorrectly used in your English translations of ALL of the Bibles to replace the true word “Judahite” in
the Old Scriptures and “Judean” in
No true
the New Scri hues.
Prophet of Go B would even accidently utilize these terms for any
text DIRECTLY GIVEN FROM
GOD. The terms are most ignorantly utilized and in ALL instances of use indicate either false
writings or changes at the hands of
“translators”.
There can be no
other “divine” reason. This goes
for any “church” anywhere.
El;;

yuom&ht

b&p=;,

ju$

“DOCTRINED
t pica1
!!?I?JRC$ who tells yo6 what to
do and what is right or wron and
decides your fate for you-- f UST
MIGHT NOT WISH YOU TO
READ THE PHOENIX JOURNALS OR EXPRESSES WHERE
YOU MIGHT FIND OUT THE
TRUTH IN WHAT I HAVE JUST
OUTLAID TO YOU.
One more, Dharma, and we shall
take a break, please.
11. .ANTI-SEMITISM

A disparaging or antagoCM:
nistic attitudq or hostile act toward
Jewish ora Jewish person,
ganization or the religion of Judaism.
COVERT INTENT: Used to disarm, intimidate and confuse Christians and others into submission to

#9

Jews at the ex ense and eventual
destruction of 5 hristianity and all
other belief s stems based on anything other x an the Zionist Talmud.
ACTUAL MEANING: Opposition
toward
people
of
Semitic
(Shemitic) ori in---WHICH BY

FACT
INDI d:ATES
ANTAGONISM AND HOSTILITY ON THE
PART OF THE “JEWS”
TOWARD THE
GOD-REVERING
PEOPLE. Note: Most people who

call themselves Jews are NOT
Semitic in origin (Descendents of
Shem), but are in fact, come from
the lineage of Cain and birthed
through the Curse of Canaan
forward as Phoenicians
v”~~$!ans Pharisees and Khazari
into imitaiion “Jews”. Shemitism
(Semitism) has nothing to do with
Jews, Jewish or anization or Judaism--JUST F %R YOUR INFORMATION.
SO WHAT CAN YOU
DO ABOUT IF?
Demand that people who confront
you, give you their definition of
words, terms and phrases. If you
carelessly acquiesce to meaning
“changes” in the war of words
scattered at you from the “Bible”
then you will remain a totally

“thought-controlled”
people.

person

and

People are continual1 controlled
by tntroduced “thoug Kts ‘I. Since
words are what conjure meaning
and bear definitions, in physical
form, they become manipulative
tools for controlling thoughts in
and
thereby
massive manner
change the way people think about
certain things.
To accom lish
this, the controller need on ey to
change the MEANINGS of important words to fit their particular
reli ious and/or political view,
EMOan lf
invent
NEW
TIONALLY-CHARGED
TERMS
to keep you confused and ignorant.
Eventually, all im ortant words
said by anyone wilP automatically
convey the controllers’
biased
political/religious view and he will
not even know difference.
At this
point it will become increasingly
difJicult for the opposition to construct an effech’ve opposing argu-

ment because the words bein
used have been so effective B
changed, defused, and/or m&l e
unpopular.

I can only urge you to bear these
things in mind as we move along
here for it is the foundation upon
which the lie is based and there can
be no truth found in the confusion
of the lie--and when the confusion
becomes too great for response-ou are told to “acce t it on faith”.
i;
DO NOT f AKE SUCH
S&JPID
ADVICE--THIS
IS
YOUR SOUL DESTINY
AT
STAKE HEREIN AND IT IS
TIME YOU TAKE YOUR DESTINY BACK INTO YOUR OWN
HANDS FOR YOU ARE BEING
SOLD A BILL OF GOODS AT
THE END OF A PRIMROSE
PATH.
Salu, thank you for your service
and for your attention.
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Cmdr.
United Federation Fleet
Inter-Galactic
Federation
Command
+tc*****
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